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PRESENTATION OF CAMGEW
Cameroon Gender and Environment Watch (CAMGEW) is a not-for-profit association created in
October 2007 with authorisation number N° 000998/RDA/JO6/BAPP to tackle poverty,
environmental problems and improve on the welfare of women and their children in Cameroon.
CAMGEW has as mission to fight poverty; promote sound environmental management, gender balance and
economic sustainable development.

She works locally and thinks globally, integrating gender in solving environmental and social
problems in Cameroon. She believes that the future of our mother planet-earth is in our hands and
also that our planet can be sustained if we put social and environmental justice at the centre of
development. CAMGEW seeks to achieve her objectives by liaising with other like minded
organisations worldwide. She has resolved to function according to core values of honesty,
engagement and dedication in total respect of its constitution. Since her creation she has been
working with children in primary schools.

PROJECT SUMMARY
CAMGEW has developed and implemented a project that promote creativity and innovation to tackle
poverty and unemployment in the rural areas through life skill (professional) training of primary
school children that will render them useful and self reliant to the society when they leave school
(dropping out or completing). This project that was executed for a year from January to December
2011 was funded by a Netherlands based non profit called Stichting OOK. CAMGEW also promoted
academic excellence in schools by giving prizes to the best performant and most improved children
in school. CAMGEW provided more than 200 scholarships to children in the form of books, pens,
pencils, sewing of uniforms and payment of fees. These scholarships were granted to vulnerable
children through the Social Centre in Oku that works with vulnerable children. This project took
place in Oku of Bui Division in the North West Region. CAMGEW promoted a system of education
where children learn-by-doing. This instilled in children skills that can make them useful to the
society during and after school. To do this, CAMGEW supplied some schools with agriculture and
handiwork materials and tools. These materials included wheelbarrows, spades, hoes, cutlasses,
wrecks, diggers, saws of various types, hammers, carving knives, watering cans, sprayers to tackle
pests, buckets, scales for weighing produce, business calculators, books for record keeping, locks,
loins for marking, threads of various types, knitting pins, needles, polythene pots for tree nursing,
etc. These items were worth Three Million Two Hundred thousand francs CFA. These activities
where children learn-by-doing took place during the handiwork and agriculture training periods in
schools and CAMGEW worked in collaboration with Inspectorate of Basic Education (the
government structure in charge of basic education) in Elak-Oku Subdivision to make sure that the
school programme should not be disrupted but should be complementary. 8 schools received farm
tools and farm materials and 21 schools received handiwork tools and materials. CAMGEW
provided schools that received the materials with some technical support in organic agriculture that is
environmentally friendly and also on handiwork. The total cost of this project was 10000Euros.
Project expected goals
CAMGEW had these results to attain by the end of the project:
 School children acquire life skills and farming techniques that instils the spirit of self reliance
in them to fight poverty and unemployment;
 The strive for excellence promoted in children through scholarships and prize award to build
future leaders who will be innovative and creative to make a living;
 School children have access to handiwork tools and agricultural materials;
 Funds raised from the sell of handwork and farm produce used to fight poverty by buying
school didactic materials, paying or motivating handiwork technicians to train children,
buying handwork materials and crop seeds for schools and employing and/or motivating
existing teachers especially those employed and paid by Parents-Teachers Association (PTA).
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This project was aim at supporting government’s action to attain the UN set Millennium
Development Goal to improve primary education.

PROJECT METHODOLOGY

CAMGEW liaised with Rural Investment Credit (RIC) to buy farm tools and materials from their
Farmers Input and Output Service at moderate prices considering that they seek to improve the lives
of people in the rural areas. Craft tools and materials were bought from other structures. CAMGEW
got discounts for goods bought since she bought in bulk. RIC helped CAMGEW to keep the bought
items for almost two months in their storage room as she waited for the next funds to transport the
goods to Oku. CAMGEW carried out field visits to execute this project. The first field visit was
made to present the project to the various stakeholders, create a good working platform with
authorities in Oku and plan for the handing over of donated agricultural and handiwork materials to
schools. CAMGEW contacted the Divisional Officer who is the head of administration in Oku,
Inspectorate of Basic Education, schools, other like minded organisations, resource persons, the
Social Centre in Oku responsible for taking care of the less privilege. Through this visit CAMGEW
agreed with each stakeholder on the role they will play to make this project successful. CAMGEW
worked together with the Inspectorate of Basic Education in Oku to select schools to benefit from the
donated farm tools and handiwork materials. The criteria that CAMGEW and stakeholders set for the
selection of schools to benefit from farm tools were:
 Schools must have land and the land already developed into a farm;
 Teachers and pupils must be committed in promoting school gardening and farming;
 Schools must be close to Elak-Oku central to facilitate CAMGEW’s coordination and reduce
transport cost;
 Selection must be representative including Catholic, Presbyterian, Baptist and Government
schools in Oku.
Criteria set for the selection of schools to benefit from the handiwork tools and materials were as
follows:
 Schools must be close to Elak-Oku central to facilitate CAMGEW’s coordination and reduce
transport cost and
 Selection must be representative including Catholic, Presbyterian, Baptist and Government
schools in Oku.
The second field visit had as objective to transport donated materials from Bamenda to Oku, partition
the goods and hand over bought farm tools and handiwork materials to selected schools. This was
done in collaboration with the Inspectorate of Basic Education. The Oku Council through the Mayor
gave CAMGEW the hall to store, partition and hand over donated materials and tools. Schools with
much land and high population of children received more materials. CAMGEW got a list showing
the number of children in each school and each class in Oku from Inspectorate of Education and in
accordance with the number of boys and girls in each class and school, farm tools and handiwork
materials were partitioned. Children considered in the partitioning were those of class 4, 5 and 6 but
there was a special case that we considered. Government School Oku Palace is a new school with
only 4 classes from classes1 to 4 and considering the fact that they had an excellent school farm
worked by children CAMGEW and the various authorities decided to encourage them by giving
them farm tools.
As concerns handiwork tools and materials, loins for marking with needles were shared per head in
selected schools to girls from of classes 4, 5 and 6. This project was conceived and approved for 5
schools and taking into consideration the low population in the 5 schools and the fact that these
goods will be too much for them, CAMGEW decided to increase number of schools to benefit from
the donation. Many schools meet the set criteria and it would have been unfair to drop them from
receiving the donated goods and CAMGEW needed to consider them too. 8 schools were finally
selected for farm tools and materials and boys handiwork tools reception; and 21 schools for girls
handiwork material reception. CAMGEW on buying handiwork materials for girls saw that they
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were cheap and increase the quantities. For example, CAMGEW bought 1000 pieces of loins for
marking, with many needles, scissors and threads of various types and colours, knitting pins, etc.
In terms of transportation of materials to Oku from Bamenda, CAMGEW hired a car that transported
the goods to Oku and goods were stored in the community hall in the Elak-Oku Council hall.
Partitioning was done there. Some schools with good gardening were not included in our farm tool
donation because they were covered by the Nascent Solution’s Food for Education programme. This
foundation promotes school gardening with the objective of producing food and spices for their
programme. CAMGEW’s project has as objective to promote farming for crop production that can be
sold and revenue raised to fight poverty in schools through the provision of didactic materials and
motivation of teachers employed by the Parent-Teachers Association. Both project had a point of
convergence which is instilling in children the spirit to grow-up and engage in agriculture through
learning-by-doing.
CAMGEW with the authorities in Oku decided that the handing of donation to selected schools
should follow this pattern. The donation was presented to authorities (Mayor, divisional Officer,
Inspectorate of Education, forces of law and order), schools and the public in an open ceremony in
the Elak-Oku Council hall to engage them in the proper management and security of this donation in
schools. After this handing over, CAMGEW went to the various schools that received farm tools to
hand the materials to the children, teachers and PTAs in the presence of community members. This
handing over was followed by an explanation of the project objectives. We only visited schools that
received both handiwork materials and farm tools. CAMGEW never had the time and enough
finance to visit schools that only received handiwork materials.

FIRST FIELD VISIT ACTIVITIES
(17th to 23rd April 2011)

a) Creating a platform of understanding with schools and project stakeholders
CAMGEW contacted the various primary school stakeholders in Oku to discuss the project with
them and get their view points. During these meetings with various stakeholders CAMGEW planned
how to select schools, partition and hand over the donation to schools in Oku. The various persons
contacted were the Mayor of Elak-Oku, Divisional Officer of Elak-Oku, Inspectorate of Basic
Education Elak-Oku, Gendarmerie (forces of law and order), Broad Base Rural Development
initiative Project (BBRDIP) Elak Oku, Manager of Catholic Schools, Manager of Presbyterian
Schools, Social Centre in Oku to involve them in the award of scholarship to children in need.
CAMGEW visited and had working sessions with schools in Oku. During these working sessions,
CAMGEW visited their farms, inspected the farm tools they had and asked about other NGOs the
school work with and their objectives. It was through the working sessions with schools that
CAMGEW made a selection of the 8 schools that received farm tool and 21 schools that received
handiwork materials. During this field visit, the Mayor was contacted to provide the Council hall for
the storage, partitioning and handing over of donation to schools. A plan for the transportation,
partitioning and distribution of donation was prepared by CAMGEW and handed to the authorities.
This planned was approved.

b) Working with the Inspectorate of Basic Education
The Inspectorate of Basic Education is the government unit in charge of primary education in Oku
representing the Ministry of Basic Education in the Sub Division of Elak-Oku. She manages all
schools in Oku and through close working sessions with her, CAMGEW got the detailed list of
schools in Oku with the population of children in each class. CAMGEW together with the
Inspectorate made a short list of schools to be visited and after visiting the schools decided on the
schools that were to benefit from the donation. The Inspector of Basic Education Elak-Oku gave us a
support letter indicating that CAMGEW is a charity and that the goods she carries is for schools in
Oku and not for business. This letter facilitated the transportation of goods from Bamenda to Oku.
The role of the Inspectorate in the handing over of donation to schools was great. This was a perfect
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example of government-non profit partnership that impacted primary education positively to attain
the UN set Millennium Development Goal of improving primary education.

SECOND FIELD VISIT ACTIVITIES
(29th April to 7th May 2011)

a) Transportation

Bought farm tools and handiwork materials were transported from Bamenda to Oku on Saturday 30th
April 2011. In Oku the goods were stored in Elak Oku Community hall.

Goods leaving Bamenda for Oku

Goods arrived Oku and kept in Oku Community Hall

b) Partitioning of goods
CAMGEW partitioned the goods to the 8 schools that were to benefit from farm tools and 21 schools
that benefited from handiwork materials.

Farm tools assembling and partitioning

Partitioning of handiwork materials
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c)
Presentation of farm tools and handiwork materials to the public,
administrative and school authorities
CAMGEW brought together the Inspectorate of Basic Education staff, the Divisional Officer’s
representative, the 2nd deputy Mayor, other NGOs, Force of law and order, members of the
community, school authorities and children to witness the handing over of farm tools and handiwork
materials to schools. Our objective of presenting the materials to authorities was to ensure proper
management and security of the goods. The authorities take care of goods that go to improve
community lives. In the course of the presentation of the goods, authorities, schools, the public, the
Mayor, Divisional Officer and Inspector’s representative applauded the initiative and called on all
schools that were benefiting from this project to use the goods for the good of children and money
raised from produced items used to buy didactic materials and help teachers poorly paid.

Children, teachers and community members attended the presentation of goods to authorities in Oku

CAMGEW Director present donated materials to authorities and greet beneficiaries of the donation

Children and school authorities excited with donated goods to their schools

d) Handing over of donation to schools
CAMGEW visited all the schools that received farm tools to hand them over to the children and their
teachers. This was done with the participation of the population in the community. Representative of
the Parent-Teachers Associations (PTA) of each school was present during the handing over of the
goods. The PTA is an association of teachers and parents that work independently from government
to improve on the learning environment financially, technically and morally. In poor schools the role
of PTA is very strong and this is the case in Oku.
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Pictures of the presentation of donated materials to various schools

e) Appreciation from the schools and communities
The donation was welcome with a lot of joy in the schools and communities. The authorities in Oku
extend their thanks to Stichting OOK and to CAMGEW for choosing to work with their community
and for making this heavy donation, giving scholarships and prizes to promote excellence. This has
been reflected in speeches made by the Mayor, Divisional Officer, Inspectorate of Basic Education
officials and the happiness in the faces of children, teachers and community members during the
presentation of donation to the authorities and community; provision of scholarships and award of
prizes to most performant children in schools. It has been jubilation in Oku with this project. We
received thank you letters from schools and gifts of various types from schools, community and
PTAs. There has been singing and dancing by school children while receiving the donation,
scholarships and prizes. CAMGEW also acknowledged Stichting OOK as funder of bought goods
and items.

CAMGEW acknowledges Stichting OOK in goods and present donation to schools

There was dancing by children in Catholic School Mbokekwi to welcome their farm tools and handiwork materials
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CAMGEW also received carved article from Presbyterian School Ngashie as their form of thank you.

THIRD FIELD VISIT ACTIVITIES
(6th -11th June 2011)

Award of prizes of Excellence
To promote academic excellence in primary schools in Oku, CAMGEW bought exercise books for
prize award. The decision to buy exercise books was taken with the consideration that this area is
poor and at the beginning of the school year many children go to school without books. CAMGEW
decided to give exercise books as prizes to children who distinguished themselves in academics. 200
children received prizes. This was to help reduce parents’ burden in buying exercise books at the
beginning of the next academic year. CAMGEW gave prizes in 11 schools. Prizes were supposed to
be given too in the second term that is in March 2011 but this project was approved when children
were already on vacation. CAMGEW decided this time to increase the number of children to receive
prizes by using the extra funds that were meant for this activity in the second term for third term. The
average cost of each prize for a child was 3 Euros. The prizes were packaged and the name of each
child written on it. CAMGEW on the 9th of June 2011 through the Inspectorate of Basic Education in
Oku had a meeting with Head Teachers of 11 schools in Oku where she distributed parcels made of
these prizes for children who performed well this 2010/2011 academic year. The donation of these
prizes was to promote excellence among children in primary schools of Oku.
The prepared prizes were to be given to the first three positions in each class from classes 1 to 5.
There was also a special prize for the most improved child in each class. The Head Teachers carried
these prizes to their various schools for handing over to children on Friday June10th 2011 when the
school year ended. The prizes were handed to children in the 11 schools on Friday 10th June 2011 in
the various schools as they closed to go on vacation.
The primary schools that received these prizes in Oku were:
11 Schools that received prizes to promote execellence
Government School Keyon
Catholic School Simonkoh
Government School Oku Palace
Catholic School Mbokenkwi
Government School Simonkoh
Cameroon Baptist Convention School Elak
Government School Ngvuinkei II
Cameroon Baptist Convention School Kesotin
Catholic School Kesotin
Presbyterian School Ngashie
Catholic School Elak
CAMGGEW was present in the handing over of prizes to children in the following primary schools
on Friday 10th June 2011:
 Catholic School Mbokenkwi
 Catholic School Elak
 Cameroon Baptist Convention (CBC) School Elak and
 Government School Keyon
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There was much joy as children received prizes from CAMGEW to promote excellence in schools.
In the speech presented by CAMGEW Director, Wirsiy Emmanuel Binyuy in all the 4 schools, the
Director urged children who never received prizes to work harder next year in order to receive prizes.
CAMGEW was happy to see girls take the lead in the four schools visited. This tied with
CAMGEW’s objective of seeing the girl child empowered. CAMGEW received telephone calls from
parents of children who received prizes appreciating the donation.
CAMGEW promised to be in Oku in August 2011 to give scholarships to more than 200 vulnerable
children in Oku.

Packaging of prizes

Handing over of package prizes to Head Teachers of the 11 schools at the Oku Inspectorate of Basic
Education

CAMGEW Visit to witness prize hand over in four schools

Government School Keyon
9

Catholic School Mbokenkwi

Cameroon Baptist Convention (CBC) School Elak
C
C

Catholic School Elak
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FOUTH FIELD VISIT ACTIVITIES
(13th to 16th September 2011)

The award of scholarships
The scholarship funds came when schools were at the verge of going for the long vacation. Many
schools especially mission schools complained that the greatest problems children in need face is
payment of school fees. CAMGEW decided to pay more of school fees as scholarship for children in
need. Some other children were either provided with books and/or had their uniforms sown.
CAMGEW identified the SOCIAL CENTRE in Oku which is a government structure that works
with the less privileged to be their partner in this aspect. The centre provided CAMGEW with the list
of children in need of help for her to support them. School heads identified the children in need in
their schools and submited the list to the Social Centre for CAMGEW’s support. CAMGEW did this
to afford some children from getting double support. The Centre supports a few children in one way
or the other.
CAMGEW carried out a mission between September 13th and 16th 2011 to Oku. CAMGEW worked
with the Oku Social Centre to identify and support vulnerable children with books, uniforms and
payment of fees. About 290 received scholarships. Most of them received either books, fees or
uniforms; although many of them received either two or all of these items. Some of them that we
never got much information about them benefited from uniforms the next visit. These scholarships
were awarded in the Social Centre in the presence of the Head of the Social Centre, the
representative of the Inspectorate of Basic Education-Oku and Head teachers of the schools involved.
The Parents-Teachers Association (PTA) executives that manage the affairs of schools were invited.
Government schools do not pay fees but pay PTA levies to support the running of the schools. This
PTA levies is paid to the PTA executive that provide for school needs. It is for this reason that
CAMGEW paid the money to PTA presidents and treasurers of each school in the presence of school
Head Teachers. Authorities in charge of finance for private schools were invited with Head Teachers
to receive money. As concerns uniforms for children, tailors were identified locally to sew uniforms
for children. All identified children in need of uniforms were to meet this tailor to sew their
uniforms. Books mainly exercise books and pens and pencils were bought by CAMGEW packaged
according to needs of each child and given to Head teachers to distribute to children who were
identified to be in need. To ensure transparency, CAMGEW did this in the presence of PTA
executive and the list of children that benefited from our scheme was read a number of times in the
Oku Community Radio for parents and the public to know the children that benefited. Our volunteer
in Oku was to move round the schools to get in touch with the children directly. Wirsiy Emmanuel
visited Oku in October 2011 on a different mission and decided to visit schools to see the children
and identified more children in need of uniforms to be sewn with the remaining money.
To identify the vulnerable children, CAMGEW during the handing over of farm and handiwork tools
to schools early this year and the award of prizes of excellence (middle of this year) asked the school
teachers and the community to identify vulnerable children in their schools and community and give
their names to the Social Centre for award of scholarships in September 2011 when schools reopen.
This was also announced over the Oku Community Radio many times. Some schools and members
of community sent names. This is the list that CAMGEW worked with. Some of the children in the
list attached still need uniforms and we agreed also to visit the schools again when the rains are gone
and presidential elections past (about ending October 2011) to pick out some children from schools
ourselves without uniforms and sew them uniforms.
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There was a lot of joy in the community. Many care takers of these children made telephone calls to
CAMGEW appreciating this initiative.
The primary schools with children that received these scholarships in Oku
Government School Keyon
Catholic School Mbokenkwi
Government School Oku Palace
Presbyterian School Ngashie
Government School Ngvuinkei II
Government School Fekeng
Catholic School Elak
Government School Manchok
Government School Keyon
Some names of vulnerable children handed to the Social Centre came from community members and
leaders. The schools where these children belong were identified and fees or PTA levies paid and
their books and uniforms sewed.

Teachers, PTA members and school authories assemble to get scholarships for their children

FIFTH FIELD VISIT ACTIVITIES

(13th to 16th December 2011)
The award prizes of Excellence

CAMGEW visited Oku to had award prizes of excellence to best performant school pupils. These
prizes are awarded to promote excellence and competition among children in schools. The prizes
were awarded to 7 schools and each school had prizes awarded to the first three positions from
classes 1 to 6. The prizes for classes 3 to 6 comprised of exercise books, pens and pencils. Classes 1
and 2 had bottles for drinking water as prizes. The choice of books, pencils and pens for classes 3 to
6 was based on the reason that their exercise books, pens and pencils could get finished and will need
replacement. In classes 1 and two this could not easily be the case so CAMGEW thought of
awarding prizes that are bottles for drinking water to promote hygiene and sanitation especially with
the constant outbreak of cholera that take a way lives. CAMGEW thought also that this will spur
other parents to think of providing bottles for drinking water to their children.
The schools that benefited from the prizes to promote excellence were:
The primary schools with children that received these scholarships in Oku
Government School Fekeng
Catholic School Mbokenkwi
Government School Oku Palace
Presbyterian School Ngashie
Government School Ngvuinkei II
Cameroon Baptist Convention School Kesotin
Catholic School Kesotin
The prizes were bought, packaged and through the Inspectorate of Basic Education, Oku these prizes
were handed to head teachers of the 7 schools on 15th of December 2011 for award to children on the
16th of December 2011 when they close to go for Christmas vacation. CAMGEW staff visited 3
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schools that benefited from the award of prizes and took part in the handing over of prizes to children
with best results. The schools visited included:





Catholic School Mbokenkwi
Government School Oku Palace

Presbyterian School Ngashie
During the award process in schools, CAMGEW discovered that most of those who received prizes
this time were different from those who received the prizes in June 2011. In June 2011 many girls
performed well. In Catholic School Mbokenkwi, for example more than 75% of those who took best
academic performant prizes were different from those who took the prizes in June 2011. The boys
took the led this time. CAMGEW was happy to have initiated this competition that promoted
academic excellence.

Some prizes to be awarded packaged

Community members hand prizes of excellence to children
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Prizes handed to some children

CAMGEW FOLLOWS UP FARM ACTIVITIES IN
SCHOOLS
CAMGEW followed up farm activities in schools and provided technical knowledge to children and
their teachers. This was done during farm work period. There was limitation to this activity as
CAMGEW staff never had funds to carryout this activity effectively. We are grateful that New
England Biolabs Foundation has given us support for 2012 to facilitate movement to schools to
promote organic agriculture.

Teachers and children working in the school farm

Children working in the school farm
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Children working in the school farm

CAMGEW staff assisting teachers and children in the farm

Girls in the farm
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CAMGEW FOLLOWS UP HANDIWORK
ACTIVITIES IN SCHOOLS
CAMGEW followed up handiwork activities in schools. It was easy with boys because most male
teachers had knowledge on craft work and assisted male children. The handiwork activities of girls
need more skills in knitting, marking and sewing which teachers and CAMGEW staff could not
teach. CAMGEW encourage schools to create partnerships with local people with this skills to
permit them impart their skills on children. CAMGEW need volunteers to assist schools in arts and
crafts (like knitting, marking, decoration, designing, drawing, painting, carving, carpentry, sewing,
singing, drama, etc) for both girls and boys.

This girl produced this bag in Catholic School Elak

Boy carved a man in Presbyterian School Ngashie (Ngashie area is known for carving)
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A female teacher teach children how to mark

Girls learning how to mark
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Children in Government School Oku Palace involve in chair production

Children use bamboo to produce chairs, baskets, cupboards, etc

Children in Government School Oku Palace produce brooms from palm front
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A boy of Catholic School Mbokenkwi produces a local beehive from local material

COMMUNICATION
CAMGEW used letters of invitation to reach the schools that were selected to receive the donation.
CAMGEW contacted the authorities directly to discuss with them about the project. CAMGEW also
reach schools through telephone calls through mobile sets of head teachers. The Oku Community
Radio was used to reach out to schools and the public. The Oku Council that run the radio gave us
time in the radio for free to communicate with the schools and the community. Through this radio the
project was explained to schools and the Oku community. It was difficult to visit schools that
received handiwork materials due to limitation of time and funds. CAMGEW used the radio in Oku
to explain to them the objectives of the project. Another radio station that cover much of the area
called Helen Chris Radio Station in Kumbo was also used to reach a larger audience and share our
project that promote education and the fight against poverty in schools to the public. CAMGEW saw
this project to be innovative and creative for replication and scale-up in other areas.








SUCCESS STORIES
Teachers have told CAMGEW that through scholarships, prize award and donated materials
the relation between parents and teachers, schools and PTAs, teacher and children, children
and parents and schools and community in Oku have improved and grown significantly.
School authorities are now looked upon as an entity that can bring opportunities from outside
to help children and their parents.
CAMGEW was amazed this time during the award prizes of excellence to the best 3 children
in each class in each chosen school to discover that more than 75% of children who got the
prizes of excellence this December were different from those who got it in September 2011 in
Catholic School Mbokenkwi. Last September more girls in this school took the prizes but this
year more boys took the prizes. There is great competition now in schools.
Every school in Oku is now struggling to have a school farm. Children now have the
opportunity to learn-by-doing and develop entrepreneur skills in schools.
CAMGEW has created partnership with Trees For The Future’s Cameroon based partner, to
promote agroforestry in schools and farmers’ groups in Oku, but they are ready to give seeds.
CAMGEW has also through the advancement of this project gotten support to continue
providing technical support to children and teachers in school farms. Chemical fertilizer has
grown expensive for peasant farmers and schools to buy and there is need for an alternative
means of farming. CAMGEW sees agroforestry as an alternative way of farming that will
increase crop production, protect soils, provide shade to crop, etc.
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CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED
CAMGEW had a number of challenges doing this work. Here are some challenges we deemed
necessary to share are these:

Donated materials







The donation was so much to be partitioned by two persons as mentioned in the project. We
had to hire two extra persons to assist in the partitioning and the handing over process. This
was to economise the number of days to be spent in the field. We preferred to hire persons in
Oku so as to avoid paying transport, accommodation and feeding of an extra person from
CAMGEW to Yaounde to Oku.
CAMGEW spend extra money in local transportation in choosing schools to benefit from
donation and in the handing over process. The schools were far apart. We finally chose
working with 8 schools in agriculture and 21 schools in handiwork instead of the initial 5
schools agreed in the project development. This increased cost. We hired motorcycles to the
various schools because hiring a car had a high cost.
CAMGEW visted Oku five times to do this work and in the initial project conception only
three visits were previewed. CAMGEW spent more days in the field too that earlier planned.
This increase cost.
Some schools with good farms were covered by another NGO active in the area involved in
food for education called Nascent Solution. This NGO promoted school gardening to get food
and spices for kitchens in schools. Our project promotes farming to produce crops that could
be sold and funds raise to buy didactic materials for schools and motivate PTA employed
teachers who are poorly paid. These schools do not have much farm tools and complained
that the food for education programme ends next year and saw every reason to be included in
our work. We had different objectives but converge in the fact that we all seek to promote life
skill training in children through farming. CAMGEW did consider these schools for
handiwork donation.

Learning by practicing organic farming








There are many schools in Oku with school farms that lack farm tools and materials.
CAMGEW only provided tools and materials to 8 schools and there are about 65 schools in
Oku Sub Division. Some other schools that had no school farms have gotten school farms out
of school vicinity. This step was applauded by CAMGEW but these schools now come to
CAMGEW to request for support to improve on their farm and give children the opportunity
to learn-by-doing. The schools have meet all the criteria we set for selection for farm tool
donation but CAMGEW can not meet their request because this project is ending
Some schools are very far away from Elak and even if farm tools are provided it will be
difficult to visit and share our technical know-how with them. The easiest way to move
around in the Sub Division is by hiring a motorcycle because cars hardly visit the hinder
lands. The schools are many and should CAMGEW cover all the schools she will need more
staff to be involve in the project and this entails much cost.
Schools have complained too of stray animals that encroach on school farms and destroy
crops. There is a lot of farmer-grazer problem in Oku and schools are suffering from this too.
Some people leave loose their cattle, goats, pigs and sheep that move around destroying crops
in farms. This is causing much pain in the hearts of children, teachers and PTA that work and
use school farms as a learning environment which get destroy by animals disturbing the
learning chain.
Some community members destroy the prepared fence by schools by removing sticks used to
fencing for firewood. Firewood is scarce in Oku. The removal of sticks used in fencing
school farms makes fences porous for stray animals to enter farms and eat crops.

Learning by practicing handiwork


The greatest challenge here is the absence of technical assistance to children especially girls’
craft work. Trained government workers in this area are already on retirement and no new
recruits exist. For boys’ craftworks male teachers have an idea but CAMGEW encourage
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schools to use the skills of old people with skills and/or practicing craft work to enable
children benefit from their talents.

Scholarships




















There are many children in need of help to keep them in schools. Very few opportunity exist
to encourage these children go to school. CAMGEW could only solve the problem of a few
of them this year and as this project ends CAMGEW is worried about the future of these
children.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Considering the importance of the award of prizes to the most performant children and most
improved in promoting academic excellence and the fact that this project may not be
refunded or may never cover all schools CAMGEW recommend that the PTA with the use of
PTA levies and/or school authorities with the use of revenue gotten from school farm produce
or handiwork produce should buy prizes to continue with this activity even at a very low cost
to that done by CAMGEW. This will promote competition among children and academic
excellence and reduce number of children dropping from school or failing in examinations.
CAMGEW encourage all schools and community to identify children in need in schools and
community and present their names to the Social Centre. This eases the possibility of
charities, people of good will and other institutions that can be interested in helping these
type of children to easily reach them.
CAMGEW also encourages schools that received farm tools from her to plant crops that can
yield them more income so that they can raise more money to buy school didactic materials,
support teachers and get involve in activities that promote academic excellence. CAMGEW
work to promote entrepreneur skills in schools.
CAMGEW encourages schools to tailor-up lessons each week for each subject to compliment
each other in order to ease understanding by children. For instance during farm work period
where children carryout harvesting and determine the quantity of crops produced,
mathematics lessons could be taught linked to weighing and price determination for various
quantities of crops. As children do this during harvesting, weighing and selling of crops they
understand better.
The community and PTA needs to participate in the development of the school farm fence
and why not the management of the farm. In this line they will monitor the farm and harvest
the crops from the farm during vacation for the school when teachers and children are not
around. If the school farm is well manage it will make schools more self reliant and reduce
dependency on PTA levies thereby sparing parents and teachers from this burden.
CAMGEW encourage teachers and school authorities to build a solid relationship with
community members especially those around the school so that they can always help in
monitoring the school premises in their absences from intruders and thieves. The existence of
strong solidarity measures the strength of a people in making things work. This is necessary
between schools and community for schools are not an island.
Considering the fact that schools lack skills in handiwork and the fact that some community
members have these skills, CAMGEW recommend that schools should create partnerships
with community members and institutions with required skills so that they may transfer their
skills to children during handiwork period activities. This could be done on voluntary basis or
on motivation by school or PTAs.
CAMGEW recommends that the Oku Council make laws that will prohibit stray animals
from moving around and give punishments like catching and slaughtering animals if seen
moving around or giving a heavy fine to persons owning those animals. The animals inflict
pain in the hearts of farmers and schools and distort the learning-by-doing process by
children in school farms while denying schools of produce they could use to raise revenue.
CAMGEW also recommends to other NGOs, institutions and people of good will to donate
farm tools and handiwork materials to other schools that never benefited from CAMGEW
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donation. CAMGEW feel bad she could not meet the request of all who came to her for
assistance. Some schools have gone further to obtain land for school farms out of the school
vicinity and children are ready to learn-by-doing in farms but lack tools and materials. This
act of good will could be extended to scholarship award to vulnerable children and prizes of
excellence to performant children. There is much internal joy and happiness in giving.
CAMGEW recommends that school authorities develop all resources at their disposal to raise
revenue for schools so as to fight poverty in schools and improve on the learning environment
for children. CAMGEW is thinking of opportunity like the Oku forest where schools could
own beehives to get honey, streams that flow around schools that could be used to develop
fishponds, land that exist around schools that could be used for agriculture, craftsmen around
that schools could use them to give children the opportunity gain skills in various craftworks
to produce good craft for sale, etc.

Conclusion
CAMGEW is happy that Stichting OOK through the funds she made at the disposal of CAMGEW
gave CAMGEW the opportunity to make things work for the Oku community. CAMGEW brought
smiles in the faces of children, parents, teachers and the Oku community. This project strengthened
relationships between various basic education stakeholders (like between parents and teachers,
children and teachers and schools and communities). CAMGEW thank Stichting OOK specially for
supporting her. CAMGEW thank the Inspector and staff of The Inspectorate of Basic Education Oku,
the Mayor of Oku Council, the Divisional Officer of Oku, Forces of law and order (Gendermerie),
Oku Community Radio, Oku Social Centre, school authorities, PTAs of various schools, children
and the Oku community in general for the support they gave her to realise this project. CAMGEW
also thank in a special way everyone who supported in a significant way this project to be successful.
We look forward to a brighter future as CAMGEW continue to support government’s action to attain
the UN set Millennium Development Goal of improving primary education by 2015.
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